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Welcome to the Cannondale GAZETTE
Why do we ride? What is it about two-wheeled adventures that make us want more?
To quench the thirst of our competitive spirit? To reach a goal or milestone? For camaraderie or
fitness? Or is it as simple as wanting an escape from our day-to-day routine?
For me, it’s my alone time. The time I can get lost in my seemingly endless deliberations, where
the mysteries of my universe can be solved. Each mile gives way to new revelations and clarity
of thought. Each hill reinforces my inner-voice telling me, “You can do this”—no matter what
“this” may be at the time.
In this issue of the Cannondale Gazette, we meet a Superbike racer, professional and amateur
triathletes, a surfer and a runner—all of whom have had their own discoveries about why they
ride, how they got into cycling or what they will do after leaving the pro peloton. While each
has a different motivation, challenge or need, they all have been able to embrace the sheer
simplicity of riding and make it their own.
Maybe that’s the real answer. When you ride, you can make it your own—your own speed, your
own distance, your own intensity, your own adventure. And it’s always yours.
Besides interviews with athletes, this issue features some of the coolest bikes and clothing from
Cannondale—for racing and commuting—along with stories on the month of May’s biggest bike
races, the Giro d’Italia and the Amgen Tour of California. Welcome to the Cannondale Gazette!

Michael de Leon, Editor
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cannondale triathlon

Cannondale has an elite global roster of professional triathletes that includes Andreas Dreitz of Germany,
Victor Del Corral of Spain, Bertrand Billard of France, Michelle Vesterby of Denmark and Heather Jackson
and Matt Chrabot of the United States. Cannondale’s global reach in the sport is enhanced by the range of
events these athletes compete in – from Olympic distance races to 70.3 and Ironman events around the world.
These athletes have fought hard to come out on top with major
victories, which include:
• 2x Ironman Champion: Victor Del Corral
• World record holder for fastest bike split at a 70.3 race:
Andreas Dreitz
• Bike course record at Ironman
Arizona:  Michelle Vesterby
• 3x Ironman 70.3 Champion: Heather Jackson
• 3x Ironman 70.3 Champion: Matt Chrabot
• 2x ITU World Champion: Bertrand Billard
While our athletes travel the world taking on some of the most
difficult courses on their all-new Slice bike, they all share a
passion for cycling, a competitive spirit and down-to-earth
personalities.
Continue to follow the success of all Cannondale athletes
throughout the year on the CannondalePro Facebook and
Twitter feeds.

heather jackson
cannondale professional triathlete

origins

American pro triathlete Heather Jackson is riding faster than ever onboard her new Cannondale Slice bike with RealTri Geo to keep her fresh and faster for the run. Heather has an action-packed 2015 race schedule that will include
defending her titles at Oceanside, Wildflower and Alcatraz, with a dream of qualifying for her first professional start
at the Ironman World Championships in Kona.

Date of Birth: April 2, 1981
Hometown: Exeter, New Hampshire
Professional since: 2009
Twitter: @HJacksonracing
Instagram: hjacksonracing
Homepage: heatherjacksonracing.com

What/who got you started into racing? Actually, my parents started
racing triathlons before I did. They started doing some of the local ones
in New Hampshire and I joined them at a small race once-called “Race
to the Face.” It was at Cannon Ski Mountain in New Hampshire and you
started on a mountain bike trail through this section of woods to a lake,
swam across and then ran up the ski mountain.

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS: 1st, 70.3
Ironman Oceanside 2013, 2015; 1st,
70.3 Escape from Alcatraz 2013; 3-time
champion at Wildflower Long Course
2012 (new course record), 2013, 2014

Favorite book? I like anything non-fiction that’s weaved into great
stories. Anything by Jon Krakauer, like “Under the Banner of Heaven.” I
also like Erik Larson’s “Devil in the White City.”
Favorite pump-up song? Anything by Pink.
Best way to relieve stress? Veg out and watch “Sex and the City”
repeats.

What is your strength in racing? I think my strength is my
bike-run combo.

Favorite place to travel while on holiday? It’s so funny…anytime I
have a bit of a break all we ever want to do is get home to Bend [Oregon]
and enjoy Bend since we are on the road so much during the year.

What is your biggest weakness? Definitely the swim! Haha….
Who are the most important people in your life and career? The
most important people in my life are definitely my family—they have been
supportive through everything I have ever done. In terms of my career,
I wouldn’t be where I am today if it weren’t for my fiancé, Wattie (Sean
Watkins). I attribute everything to him. He is there for everything—every
session, all the ups and downs, helps with my training, travel, bikes…
everything.

Most-respected athlete/triathlete? I like any athlete that is super
passionate about what they do and you can see that joy and excitement
in their performances. I loved watching Jens Voigt race—he is a bada**
and would just go for it and leave everything out there and yet he was still
always smiling and happy. For triathletes, I love Sebastian Kienle. I’ve
seen him win in both Vegas at the 70.3 Worlds and in Kona, and he leaves
everything out there and his finish-line crossings are just awesome.

What is the best part of racing? I just love to compete. I love my whole
life. I love getting out there and seeing how hard I can push myself and
seeing if that comes out ahead of everyone else on that day.

Favorite riding spots? I love to ride all around Bend but also have some
road-trip training spot favorites, all in California: Perfumo/See/Price
Canyon in San Luis Obispo; The Painted Cave climb in Santa Barbara;
Latigo/Piuma in Malibu area; Mt. Hamilton; and Old La Honda and
Tunitas Creek in San Jose area.

What is the hardest part of racing? Hmmm. I love to race. I would
race every single day if I could. I don’t think the racing is hard—it’s the
day-to-day training and staying focused and patient and injury-free to get
yourself to those races ready to go. The races are just the fun part after
hard blocks of prep.

Any advice to beginners? Just get out there and have fun.
Other sports you enjoy?
Mountain biking and snowboarding.

What has been the best moment in your career? Either my first win
ever, at Wildflower, or winning the Escape from Alcatraz triathlon.

Other interests? I love to travel to new places…. I want to hike the Pacific
Crest Trail one day.

What are your 2015 race goals? My 2015 race goals include Oceanside
70.3 in March (which Heather won!), defending my title at Wildflower,
qualifying for Kona at IM Texas, and then all eyes ahead for Kona in
October for my first year as a professional racing the Ironman World
Championship.

If you were not a professional triathlete, what would you be? All
growing up, I wanted to be a CIA agent—haha. Not so much now but I still
love spy movies. Something that requires me to travel….

Favorite secret pleasure food? I love warm chocolate-chip cookies
with a scoop of vanilla ice cream.
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Victor Del Corral
cannondale professional triathlete

Hot and flat are the conditions that Spanish pro triathlete Victor Del Corral excels. An Ironman winner in 2013 at
Arizona and Florida, Victor spent 2014 grabbing up a handful of second place 70.3 finishes. Now back on the
Ironman long distance scene with the all-new Slice, Victor is planning to use the power of the bike and the motivation
of his new son to take home more first place wins.
What/who got you started into racing? When I was 12 I started to
ride with my father and brothers at our holiday home. At the end of the
summer they took me to do a kids’ mountain bike competition and I
enjoyed it a lot. Since that moment I started to train and compete every
weekend.

Favorite book “The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari,” by Robin Sharma.
Favorite pump-up song? “Lovers on the Sun,” by David Guetta.
Best idea of having a good time? Take the family and go to the beach,
play with my son on the sand, take a nice swim and enjoy a great lunch
at a beachfront restaurant.

What is your strength in racing? At the beginning of my career as a
triathlete it was the bike, but right now I think that I might be stronger
at running.

Favorite place to travel while on holiday? There are many quiet
places where I love to go on holidays. Small islands are my preference:
Minorca, Formentera, La Gomera, La Palma, Corsica….

What is your biggest weakness? Swimming is my biggest weakness, I
started to practice swimming when I was 27 years old—too late for a sport
that needed to be learned as a kid—but I’m improving every day and this
motivates me.

Most-respected athlete/triathlete? Spanish triathlete Javier Gomez
Noya, winner of four ITU world championships.

Who are the most important people in your life and career? My
family and my wife, they always support me in any crazy thing that I
decide to do.

Favorite riding spots? French Alps, Pyrenees—or my lovely Lanzarote,
where I spend most of the year.
Any advice to beginners? Be careful, triathlon is addictive!

What is the best part of racing? You travel a lot and get to know a lot
of great places and people.

Other sports you enjoy? Rock climbing, trekking and mountain biking.

What is the hardest part of racing? Travel is tiring. You spend a lot of
time away from home. Sometimes it’s difficult to know where your home
is, and you don’t have much time to be with your family or friends.

Other interests? I’m a nutritionist and I was studying psychology before
I became a pro triathlete. I have a lot of interests, I would love to do
something that connects my academic knowledge with my sportsman
experience, but right now, all my energy is focused on how I can improve
as a triathlete.

What has been the best moment in your career? Winning two
Ironman races within two weeks of each other—Ironman Florida and
Ironman Arizona.

If you were not a professional triathlete, what would you be?
I would love to be a professional mountain bike rider. But, outside of
sports, graphic designer or technological engineer would be interesting
jobs for me.

What are your 2015 race goals? As my goal for this season is to
qualify for Kona, my race calendar is fixed to achieve that. I’m racing
Ironman Texas on May 17, and probably another one in Europe during
the summer.
Favorite secret pleasure food? I love nuts, especially if they come
covered with chocolate or Nutella!
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origins
Date of Birth: May 13, 1980
Hometown: Barcelona, Spain
Professional since: 2009
Twitter: @VictorDelCorral
Instagram: victordelcorral
Homepage: victordelcorral.com
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS: 1st, Ironman
Arizona 2013; 1st, Ironman Florida
2013; 1st, 70.3 Ironman Lanzarote
2013; 2nd, Ironman France 2014; 2nd,
Ironman Italy 2014

michelLe vesterby
cannondale professional triathlete

Sticking to her “keep smiling” mantra, Danish pro triathlete Michelle Vesterby has built her success on staying positive
and showing up with a purpose—to win! Since turning pro in 2012, Michelle has raced in 15 major triathlons and
has podiums in nine of them. She is targeting to win the Hawaii Ironman World Championship in 2016. With the
combination of her new Cannondale Slice, her powerful wattage and her personal motivation, Kona better start
getting ready now for the Smile Show!
What/who got you started into racing? My husband Claus is the
reason I started with triathlon. I told him at our first meeting that I was
a triathlete to impress him—he was a triathlete at this time and he could
not understand why he hadn’t seen me in the local triathlon club. So I
hurried to join the club and bought my first bike from a friend (a blue
Cannondale, which I still have). The lie worked—we are now married
and I am a real triathlete.

Your favorite book? Netflix?
Your favorite pump-up song? “Eye of the tiger” by Survivor.
Best way to relieve stress? Go for a run.
Favorite place to travel while on holiday? I don’t do holidays…there
is no time! But Club La Santa on Lanzarote is for sure my place to go. I
love it there!

What is your strength in racing? It must be my mental power…and of
course my biking skills.

Most-respected athlete/triathlete? Chrissie Wellington—a great allaround athlete and always smiling!

What is your biggest weakness? I have no real weaknesses. I have
something I’m working extra on and that’s the run.

Favorite riding spots? Also Lanzarote—I love to train here! It’s hilly and
there is always lots of wind! What’s not to love?

Who are the most important people in your life and career? My
family and friends! Without their support I would not be where I am today.

Any advice for beginners? Make a plan and stick to the plan. And
remember to keep smiling!

What is the best part of racing? The adrenaline…and pushing my
limits. You always learn something new about yourself when you are
racing.

Other sports you enjoy? Handball, athletics, cycling, soccer, swimming—
I’m crazy about sports.

What is the hardest part of racing? The moment before the start. It
can be unbearable.

Other interests? Hanging out with friends, walking, talking, smiling,
eating, Facebook….

What has been the best moment in your career? My first Ironman
victory on Lanzarote (in May 2012). I was leading the race from start to
finish…and it “felt” like being home. That was awesome!

If you were not a professional triathlete, what would you be? I have
a master’s degree in sport and health so I’m sure it would be something
about sport management. But if I could choose, I would love to be a rock
star. Unfortunately I cannot sing!

What are your 2015 race goals? To podium at the European
Championship in Frankfurt and, of course, to improve my eighth place at
the Ironman World Championship in Hawaii.
What’s your favorite secret pleasure food? It’s not a secret! I love
food!! But candy, chocolate and banana bread are definitely some of my
favorites.
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origins
Date of Birth: September 26, 1983
Hometown: Herning, Denmark
Professional since: 2011
Twitter: @vesterbyTri
Instagram: vesterbytri
Homepage: michellevesterby.com
CAREER HIGHLIGHTS: 1st, 70.3
Ironman, Lanzarote 2012; 1st, 70.3
Budapest, Hungary 2014; 3rd, AbuDhabi, 2013; Bike course record,
Ironman, Arizona 2013; 8th, Ironman
World Championships 2013

origins
Date of Birth: December 31, 1988
Hometown: Michelau, Bavaria
Professional since: 2014
Twitter: @andi_dreitz
Instagram: Andi_Dreitz
Homepage: andreas-dreitz.de

Andreas Dreitz
cannondale professional triathlete

Living life in the fast lane, the newest member of the Cannondale tri roster, Andreas (Andi) Dreitz, has the need for
speed. From breaking the World Record for the fastest 70.3 distance bike split at Challenge Bahrain in 2014, to the
Grand Prize at Citytriathlon Heibron in 2014, an Audi A6 for his first place finish. He loves anything to keep him
going fast on the streets of Germany!
What/who got you started into racing? The reason is quite simple,
Frank and Kurt my training partners and friends!

Favorite pump-up song? “Come back as Heroes” by South African band
The Parlotones.

What is your strength in racing? Cycling, definitely cycling…. I simply
love the speed and the composition of human performance and the
Cannondale Slice machine!

Best idea of having a good time? Winter sports, cooking, hanging out
with friends and listening to good music.
Favorite place to travel while on holiday? Scandinavian countries
Norway, Sweden and Finland.

What is your biggest weakness? Transitions, T1 / T2…still some room
for improvement.

Most-respected athlete/triathlete? German basketball player Dirk
Nowitzki and two-time Ironman world champ Norman Stadler.

Who are the most important people in your life and career? My
coach Rainer; my swim partner Martin; Franky, the best training buddy,
who brought me to triathlon; and flat mate and training buddy Stephan.

Your favorite riding spots? The Fichtelgebirge, FränkischeSchweiz
and Thüringer Wald in Germany; Lago di Caldaro and Lago di Como in
Italy; the Engadin in Switzerland; and Provence in France.

What is the best part of racing? Pushing myself to—and above—my
limits.

Any advice to beginners? Give yourself a good portion of time: “It took
a while to build the city of Rome.”

What is the hardest part of racing? Stay on the borderline of human
limits as long as possible….

Other sports you enjoy? Cross-country skiing and ice skating.

What has been the best moment in your career? Beating Sebastian
Kienle (the 2014 Ironman World Champion at Kona) at the Citytriathlon
Heilbronn in June last year—and winning an Audi A6 as the first prize!

Any other interests? Cooking, hiking, campfires, barbecues, North
European countries, hanging out with friends, chilling on the balcony
and home cinema.

What are your 2015 race goals? The Challenge Triple Crown and
Ironman 70.3 World Championships.

If you were not a professional triathlete, what would you be? I’m
still in the final term of my study program: sport business and economics.

Favorite secret pleasure food? Chocolate-covered almonds.
Favorite book? I don´t have any [favorites]…. I am reading all kind of
books while traveling.
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CAREER HIGHLIGHTS: Fastest halfdistance bike split worldwide at
1:57:21 for 90km; 2nd, Challenge
Bahrain, December 2014; 1st,
Ironman 70.3, Mallorca, Spain, May
2014; 1st, Challenge Fuerteventura,
Spain, April 2014; 1st, Citytriathlon
Heilbronn, Germany, June 2014; 2nd,
Ironman 70.3, Norway, July 2014;
3rd, Timberman Ironman 70.3, New
Hampshire, August 2013

The Common Denominator
eric bostrom, superbike racer

Fifteen years ago, it was a select few. Muted by the sound of Superbikes
furiously pacing their way around the racetrack, you could hear the
enthusiastic buzz emanating from this group. Every race-meet or test
session, members of this unlikely club would converge wearing distinctly
different-colored team attire, stating their rivalry at the track. Be it a
heated governing body meeting regarding track safety or a controversial
battle over specific technical rule changes in equipment that would be
crucial for each team’s success in the season ahead, they could be heard
exuberantly chatting among themselves in a foreign lingo: “Had a great
run up GMR with the In-Cycle crew, smashed my PR with a 10-mph
average.” The next would chime in: “Did you watch Roubaix? Awwh, the
chill, muck, cobbles…the attacks, gnarly!”
I knew cycling was their common thread. Funny enough, I considered
myself a cyclist at the time. I rode my mountain bike once or twice a week
to keep up on my fitness; I even drove to Moab once. At the time, I was
thinking: this was our sport being discussed, our fate would be decided in
this meeting, how could they be so geeked-out on cycling?
The real mystique of cycling had yet to bite me—I had no idea of the
rabbit hole that lay ahead. Ultimately, it was the competitive nature of
sibling rivalry that saw my brother and I dive into cycling. Riding more or
less alone for many years, I had nothing to gauge off of and little to strive
for. Once Ben got the bug, things changed overnight. It was on! It didn’t
help that he began as a mutant. It’s never cool getting beat by a guy who
hasn’t turned a pedal since he was eight years old. I had to find some
speed to set things right.
Successful humans at life—whether they are athletes, business moguls
or teachers—share psyche parallels that elevate them above the rest. For
example, in my throttle-driven world you can minimize your weaknesses
and maximize your strengths by focusing on the strong points of your
machine, and capitalize on them by riding in that range as much as
possible. The bicycle forces you to utilize this familiar tool, using your
body as the equipment: minimize your efforts and maximize your
advantages and efficiencies.
This is what the chattering in the small group was all about. The
murmuring voices were some of the finest crew chiefs, mechanics and
riders in the sport of motorcycling. When it came down to the pure physics
of finding more horsepower in an engine or cutting a faster lap, they were
the authority. Cycling, however, humbled this crew as it has the rest of
us. The sport asks you to look within the way few others do. The answer
is out there but it is deeply veiled by the biology of the human body and
its ever-changing unquantifiable moving parts. That’s what makes this
puzzle so complicated and intriguing. This is the bond, the plight and
triumph of a cyclist, both physical and emotional. Simply put, how can I
find more performance?

None of it would matter if it weren’t for the most important part, the joy
of the ride. The feeling of handling mankind’s most efficient means of
travel ever devised is everything from soaring to sinking, explosive to
exploding, gliding to glued down…and everything in between. Looking
toward the freedom and adventure of the ride, and often that feeling of
being forced to shelve life’s stresses to solely focus on the single task at
hand: turn pedals, turn. What a beautiful thing. Along the way, capture
the images, the camaraderie, the serenity, the smells. These belong to
you on the bike; you’ve earned them.
Cycling forced changes into my lifestyle, some subtle and some
wholesale. Experiencing failure on a regular basis allows you to hone in
on a better method. Through these long endurance battles on the pedals,
my viewpoints have changed down to the basics. Food and rest morphed
into fuel and recovery. Drinking habits turned into sipping techniques,
fats from foe to friend. For each layer revealed, five new appeared. The
constant fine-tuning and minute gains along the way have measured
up to be some of life’s greatest triumphs. This has stemmed into other
passions, such as a love for cooking and the specific benefits of various
wholesome foods. All healthier decisions I may have missed because my
sport had so many fast-moving parts that very little of it actually focused
on me. This is the case for nearly all sports where victory and loss is often
measured by thousandths of a second. In surfing, you only have once
chance in a lifetime to catch that particular wave. Could you have missed
it due to your nutrition?
The bike is the proving ground for the human engine. As athletes of
various sporting arenas search for that edge to push beyond the rest, they
find their way onto the saddle. The same as a dynamometer gauges the
tweaking and tuning performance advancements in the workshop, the
bike gauges performance in health, both mental and physical. Along the
way it offers everything from relaxation to humiliation and oftentimes
requires every bit of determination your mind can dare. It modifies your
way of life to look within, in search of a better you.
The recognition of cycling’s prevalence throughout modern-day sport was
possibly summed up best by my past teammate. In the words of multi-time
national champion and part-time comedian Miguel Duhamel in response
to his recent ride with several NASCAR drivers and crewmembers: “I was
the fattest guy out there—what the hell happened to NASCAR?” If you
know Miguel, that is beyond a great compliment. Submission to defeat is
not in the nature of a guy who has won the Daytona 200 while nursing a
broken femur. The enthusiastic murmurings of that select few 15 years
ago now echo throughout the paddock, infield, hot pit, garage, lineup,
court, field…or whatever it’s called where athletes stage for competition.
Because of its unique nature to fine-tune the most crucial part, cycling
has truly become the common denominator of all sports.
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Reinventing Sunny Garcia
sunny garcia, surfer

Sunny Garcia was unleashed on the World Tour as a teenager. In 1986, at age 17, he shocked the surfing
community by beating the 1984 world champion Tom Carroll at the Gotcha Pro on the island of Oahu in
Hawaii. Sunny’s style was aggressive and powerful, an expression of his intense personality. His surfing
career has had many highs, culminating in an Association of Surfing Professionals World Championship in
2000 and six Triple Crown of Surfing titles.
Surfing has always helped Sunny find his way back to success and
happiness, and he has always shared his passion for it with others—from
working with children with autism to using surfing and the ocean to help
treat kids with cystic fibrosis. Now, at age 45, Sunny has discovered the
sport of triathlon, and, like so many others, he has found in it a source of
incredible energy and inspiration.
Where does the name “Sunny” come from? I started off as Sunshine!
My mom said I was born on one of the stormiest days in Hawaii and I was
her sunshine, and that moved onto Sunny. My grandfather was called
Gus, my dad was Butch and I’m Sunny. The only one that calls me Vincent
is my grandmother, when she’s pissed at me.
What was it like growing up surfing in Hawaii? When I was seven,
my two best friends took me surfing. I remember crying because I didn’t
even know how to swim. They pushed me into a wave and I stood up and

I was hooked. I was still crying, but I went back out. From that day on I
surfed every day. I started competing at nine years old and won my first
event at 10. At 11, I watched my first ProAm and by 16 I was on tour. The
rest is history. At the age of 30, when I thought I was done, I actually won
the world title!
Tell us about your journey to riding bikes? In the beginning, I started
by going to spin. My wife finally coaxed me to spin and I couldn’t believe
people next to me were kicking my butt. So, I got really competitive and
trying hard and before you know it I could make it through the entire
hour—and then I got a road bike!
That actual riding is so much better. You are moving and can see things.
I live on the North Shore, so I go for a ride and get to check all the waves,
get a good workout, and I come back and my legs are warmed up and I
know where I’m going to surf and I feel good.
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“

When I was young, I never
had real trainers, or anyone
to help me out. I wish I knew
back then about riding,
swimming and triathlon. I
wish I had thought about
triathlon back then. I would
have been a multi-time
world champion rather
than just the one time.

I noticed when I started doing spin and riding road bikes, my surfing
improved so much more. I wasn’t getting tired and the more I did it, the
better I got and the more I loved it.
Then you heard about triathlons? I have a trainer here who told me
about triathlon. Two years ago, I had bought a road bike and I did the
Lava Man. I was riding 40 miles in the morning, then I’d do a six-mile
run, then I’d run two more miles…on the sand with my wife. Then I’d
surf. I was doing that every morning!
So I did my first triathlon and I was hooked. For me it was fun. I’m not
fast, but it’s like a training day for me. Everybody is so happy and in a
different world. I wasn’t near the front but I didn’t feel like I needed to
win. I’m still slow, but working my way into getting faster. I really enjoy
the people in triathlon more so than surf. For me surf was like a job.
Triathlon is all about fun. I don’t think I’ll ever get to the point where
I’m a pro, but maybe I might. Maybe by the time I get to 50, I’ll be a good
age-grouper! It’s fun. I go to the events, I feel good. The more I learn, the
more I can give back to the kids that surf. Triathlon is a great thing for
surfing.
How do you think cycling helps your surfing? The riding builds up
your legs and cardio. Surfers don’t need any upper-body strength because
we surf and paddle all day long so most surfers are really strong in their

upper bodies. But, if you are surfing J Bay or the Super Bank in Australia
or big waves in Hawaii, you need all the strength in your legs you can
get. I don’t think there’s a better exercise than getting on a road bike and
putting in some miles. You get good leg strength and good cardio, and
those two are key for surfing.
What bikes are you riding? I have a Slice and I have a Synapse that I
absolutely love. I feel bad walking past it because I feel bad if I’m not on
it! I just got a new Scalpel, which I will use to compete in Xterra in Maui.
Will we see you in Kona at the Ironman World Championships?
It’s weird. Up to two years ago, I would have never thought I would want
to compete at Kona. After doing Lava Man, it became a goal. My surfing
career is winding down and I fell in love with everything about triathlon—
that whole idea about living a healthier lifestyle…. This is an extension
of surfing to me. The people have been really nice to me, everybody. It’s
nice for people to encourage you rather than yell obscenities at you!
Who is the future Sunny Garcia? I was always outspoken and stood up
for what I believed. When you are young, everything you believe is right.
It has been a transition into the wiser Sunny. I’m not in competition mode
anymore. I’m enjoying my life and trying to do some good things. I want
to leave this earth a better place.
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Triathlon is all about fun. I
don’t think I’ll ever get to
the point where I’m a pro,
but maybe I might. Maybe
by the time I get to 50, I’ll
be a good age-grouper!

“

Jack Bauer

BORN: 4/7/1985
FROM: Takaka, New Zealand

Jack came to professional
cycling late and has been
going full speed ever since,
earning 10th place in the 2012
Olympic Games road race,
winning Stage 2 of the 2011
Tour of Utah and earning the
respect and favor of fans after
his heroic efforts on Stage 15
of the 2014 Tour de France.

Alberto Bettiol
@albertobettiol
Born: 10/29/1993
From: Poggibonsi, Italy
Alberto is a young hopeful
from the Italian peloton. He
had a stellar U-23 career
winning Firenze-Empoli,
the Coppa del Grano and
the Giro delle Province.

Nate Brown

@Natebrown0707
Born: 7/7/1991
From: Colorado Springs, CO
Nate is an all-around rider
who won the U.S. National
U-23 TT Championship,
finished 1st overall in the 2013
Tour de Beauce, and earned
the “Most Courageous” rider
award on Stage 4 of the
2013 Tour of California.

André Cardoso

@Acordoso84
Born: 9/3/1984
From: Porto, Portugal
This Portuguese climber was
5th at the Vuelta a Burgos
in 2013 and earned a 4th
place at the GP Induráin in
2014. Look for him helping
the GC contenders when the
roads get steep and long.

Tom Danielson

@tomdanielson
Born: 3/13/1978
From: East Lyme, CT
A fan favorite in the U.S.,
Tommy D is a veteran rider
who shines brightest on
impossible and relentless
climbs, especially in Colorado
and Utah—where he won
the Tour of Utah overall
in 2014 before taking an
impressive 2nd place at the
2014 USA Pro Challenge.

Ramunas Navardaukas
photo: yuzuru sunada

Joe Dombrowski

@JoeDombro
Born: 5/12/1991
From: Marshall, VA
Joe is joining the CannondaleGarmin Pro Cycling team after
a couple of seasons with Team
Sky, learning the ropes from
Chris Froome and Bradley
Wiggins. Joe is a talented
climber, earning top-10 stage
finishes in the Tour de Suisse
and Tour of Austria in 2014.

Davide Formolo

@davideformolo
Born: 10/25/1992
From: Negrar, Italy
Another outstanding under-23
rider, Davide won the Trofeo
Learco Guerra and placed
second at the hilly Giro della
Valle d’Aosta. He excels
when the road turns up.
Look for him when races
head to the mountains.

Nathan Haas

@NathanPeterHaas
Born: 3/12/1989
From: Brisbane, Australia
Nathan is starting the 2015
race season coming off a
solid victory in the lateseason Japan Cup. Look
for him at the Tour Down
Under—where he finished
3rd overall and earned 2nd
place on Stage 3 in 2014.
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Lasse Norman
Hansen

@Lasse_Norman
Born: 2/11/1992
From: Faaborg, Denmark
Lasse is a young talent
who won an Olympic gold
medal for Denmark in the
London Olympic Games
in 2012 in the omnium. He
also finished 4th in the U-23
World Championships TT
and finished third overall
at the 2014 Dubai Tour.

Ryder Hesjedal

@Ryder_Hesjedal
Born: 12/09/1980
From: Victoria, Canada
Winner of the 2012 Giro
d’Italia, Ryder is a stage race
and one-day classics specialist
with a gift for climbing and
time trialing. Ryder will
be one of the leaders for
Cannondale-Garmin Pro
Cycling when the Grand Tours
begin and the pressure is on.

Alex Howes

@Alex_Howes
Born: 1/1/1988
From: Golden, CO
Alex is a power climber who
won Stage 7 of the USA Pro
Challenge in 2014 (and came
in 2nd on Stages 1 and 2),
and dominated Stage 5 of
the Tour of Utah in 2009.

Ben King

@BenKing89
Born: 3/22/1989
From: Richmond, VA
Ben is an aggressive rider and
breakaway specialist earning
the overall Most Aggressive
Rider in the 2014 USA Pro
Challenge. He was also the
2010 U.S. National Road Race
Champion, kick-starting his
career to the UCI World Tour.

Ted King

@iamtedking
Born: 1/31/1983
From: Brentwood, NH
One of the most unselfish
riders in the peloton, Ted
specializes in creating success
for his teammates. At 6-foot2, the New Hampshirite can
be seen hammering out a
powerful tempo at the head
of the peloton to chase down
breakaways—if he’s not part
of the breakaway himself.

Kristijan Koren

Born: 11/25/1986
From: Postojina, Slovenia

Kristjan is the definitive
rouleur (or all-rounder),
with a high pedigree as a
time-trial specialist and is the
former Slovenian national TT
champ. Look for him using
his TT legs at the head of the
peloton and setting up sprints.

Sebastian Langeveld
@Sebaslangeveld
Born: 1/17/1985
From: Leiden, the
Netherlands
Think classics. Sebastian
won the Dutch national
road championship in 2014,
as well as finishing 8th at
Paris-Roubaix and 10th at
the Tour of Flanders. Look
for him when the team
heads to the cobbles.

Alan Marangoni

@alanmarangoni
Born: 7/16/1984
From: Lugo, Italy
A time-trial specialist, Alan
boasts a passionate fan
base in Italy (where they
call him “Maranga”). This
hard-working rider will be
working hard in the Grand
Tours, protecting and helping
the team’s GC contenders.

Kristoffer Skjerping

@kskjerping
Born: 5/4/1993
From: Gjerdrum, Norway
This young GC rider caught
the world’s attention when he
took an impressive 3rd place
in the 2014 world U-23 road
championship in Spain. He
also finished 2nd in the U-23
Ronde Van Vlaanderen. This is
his first year on CannondaleGarmin Pro Cycling.

Dan Martin

@Danmartin86
Born: 8/20/1986
From: Birmingham, UK
Dan enters the 2015 season
as one of Cannondale-Garmin
Pro Cycling’s leaders. He
won the 2014 Il Lombardia
and had an impressive Vuelta
a España. This winner of
Liège-Bastogne-Liège and a
Tour de France stage in 2013
looks to have a breakout year
in 2015. When the roads get
steep, look for Dan Martin to
be at the head of the peloton.

Matej Mohoric

@matmohoric
Born: 10/19/1994
From: Kranj, Slovenia
Matej is heading into his
second season in the pro
ranks. He likes to win. He
won the World Junior Road
Championship in 2012, and
the under-23 title in 2013,
his first year in that category.
This 20-year-old Slovenian
sensation looks to continue
his development in 2015.

Moreno Moser

@MorenoMoser
Born: 12/25/1990
From: Palù di Giovo, Italy
The 24-year old Moreno—
the nephew of the great
Francesco Moser—is carving
his own path in professional
cycling. In his first pro season
in 2012, he won the Trofeo
Laigueglia and two stages
and the overall at the Tour
of Poland. In 2013, he won
Strade Bianche after a solo
breakaway. He went on to
take 3rd place in the doubleAlpe d’Huez stage of his debut
Tour de France in 2013.

Tom-jelte Slagter

@tomjelteslagter
Born: 7/01/1989
From: Groningen,
the Netherlands
Tom had an impressive 2014,
winning Stages 4 and 7 of
Paris-Nice and finishing 6th
in Liège-Bastogne-Liège. He
specializes in short, uphill
finishes and hilly races. Tom
also won the overall at the
2013 Tour Down Under.

Ramunas
Navardaukas

@Ramunas88
Born: 1/30/1988
From: Silale, Lithuania
An all-around rider, Ramunas
starts the 2015 season with
a slew of 2014 victories to
look back on: He won Stage
19 of the Tour de France,
the Lithuania national TT
championship, and the
Circuit de la Sarthe overall.
He also won Stage 11 of
the 2013 Giro d’Italia.

Kristijan Koren
photo: yuzuru sunada

Andrew Talansky

Dylan Van Baarle
photo: yuzuru sunada
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@AndrewTalansky
Born: 11/23/1988
From: Miami, Florida
Lives: Napa, CA
An American hopeful for
a future Grand Tour win,
Andrew won the 2014
Critérium Dauphiné ahead
of Alberto Contador. After an
excellent 10th-place finish
in the 2013 Tour de France,
all eyes are on him to have
an impressive July in 2015.

Dylan Van Baarle

@dylanvanbaarle
Born: 5/21/1992
From: Voorburg,
the Netherlands
Dylan is a time-trial specialist
with hopes for success in the
classics. He was the overall
winner of the 2014 Tour of
Britain, finished 10th overall
in the 2014 Dubai Tour and
was the 2013 Dutch national
U-23 road and TT champion.

Davide VillelLa

@Davide_villella
Born: 6/27/1991
From: Magenta, Italy
Davide is a young, Italian
talent who won the U-23
Piccolo Giro di Lombardia,
and earned 3rd places in
the Coppa Sabatini and Giro
dell’Emilia in 2013, and
took 4th overall at the 2014
Arctic Race of Norway.

Ruben Zepuntke

@rubenzepuntke
Born: 1/29/1993
From: Düsseldorf, Germany
Ruben is a young talent
from Germany who joins
Cannondale-Garmin Pro
Cycling from the Bissell
Development team and taking
a stage and 3rd overall at
the 2014 Tour of Alberta.

Janier Alexis Acevedo was not present at time of photos.

ted [king] talk
ten years behind bars

He has been known to wax philosophical about life on two wheels, he
is one of the world’s foremost maple syrup aficionados, and he looks
awfully good in green. It’s pretty rare when being a pro cyclist is the least
interesting thing about a person, but that describes Ted King pretty well.
He’s articulate, funny and always has an opinion—which is probably
why we will miss him so much. That’s right, after 10 years in the pro
peloton Ted is ready to hang it up at the end of this year.

earns you time in the spotlight, it earned Ted a spot in the top 10 among
“Winning Riders”—meaning when he rode his teammates consistently
won.
Ted will wrap up his career at the end of this 2015 season, fittingly on
a Cannondale. The Cannondale-Garmin Team is stacked with young
talent, and Ted is determined to race his final season with the same
enthusiasm and dedication he always has, not just leading the peloton
when there is work to be done, but also leading by example within his
young squad.

The New Hampshire native began his career domestically right out of
college, signing with the Priority Health team in 2006. He found success
quickly, finishing the 2008 season as the top-ranked U.S. rider in North
America. Ted traded the life of a team leader in the States for life as a
domestique in the trenches of Europe. His European adventure began
with the Cervélo Test Team, where he quickly earned a reputation as
a dependable workhorse. Ted rode and finished the Giro d’Italia in his
first European season, helping guide Carlos Sastre to third overall.

“I’m more inspired to thrive in the peloton than ever before and finish
the season in the greatest way possible,” he said.
Not surprisingly, a man of Ted’s talents and curiosity has already begun
cultivating his interests outside of the peloton. He founded UnTapped,
100-percent-pure maple syrup packaged for adventure, in 2014. It turns
out Ted’s favorite food just happens to be high in energy, electrolytes and
antioxidants. Ted will also continue as an ambassador for Cannondale
bicycles and grow his ride, the Krempels King of the Road Challenge,
which benefits the Krempels Center, a non-profit dedicated to improving
life for people with brain injuries. Ted’s ride raised more than $100,000
last year. While we loved watching Ted race, we’re even more interested
to see where life takes him after hanging up his cleats.

Ted signed with Liquigas-Cannondale in 2011, reuniting with the bike
brand he started with—his first bike was a CAAD 3. On the Italian-based
super-squad, Ted proved himself again and again, becoming one of the
hard men that makes the classics so hard. Long before the final climbs
of Flanders, long before the velodrome in Roubaix, Ted would turn
himself inside out, managing breakaways, positioning team leaders and
traveling back and forth to the team car. While this type of work rarely
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california’s gold
amgen tour: sprinters center stage in california

For its 10th anniversary edition, the Amgen Tour of California has a schizophrenic look about it. Five of the
eight stages are likely to be contested by the sprinters, leaving the main contenders just three days in which
to battle for the overall title. So it is just as well that what should be spectacular bunch finishes in Sacramento,
Lodi, Avila Beach, Santa Clarita and Pasadena will be contested by the most successful sprinters in recent Tour
de France history: Great Britain’s Mark Cavendish,
Germany’s Marcel Kittel and Slovakia’s Peter Sagan.
As for the general classification, 2013 Amgen Tour
winner Tejay van Garderen, who has replaced the
injured Peter Stetina as BMC Racing’s leader for the
race, is the hot favorite to win again.
Only one of the first five stages is likely to influence the race for final
victory, and that’s the third day’s 175-kilometer loop at San Jose—which
is the only city to have been on the race route every year. And though
this stage climbs the easier eastern side of famed Mount Hamilton, that
KOM comes more than 50 kilometers from the finish—which is not on
the infamous Sierra Road climb where Chris Horner dropped everyone in
the 2011 Tour of California on his way to the overall title. Instead, a much
gentler uphill finish on Metcalfe Road southeast of the city will likely see
another sprint, albeit between a much-reduced group of riders, where a
sprinter such as Sagan could well take the win.
The two stages that will settle this year’s race come on the final weekend:
a flat 24.2-kilometer time trial around Big Bear Lake on May 15; and,
the next day, a repeat of the now familiar climbing stage to Mount Baldy,
on a ruggedly steep mountain road that tops out at 6,500 feet above sea
level in the San Bernardino Mountains. Van Garderen is odds-on to win
the time trial. If so, he will be able to follow any dangerous attacks on
Baldy, where his biggest challengers could be two younger Americans,
Lawson Craddock of Giant-Alpecin (who was third overall last year) and
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Joe Dombrowski of Cannondale-Garmin (who placed fourth on Mount
Baldy in his race debut at age 20 three years ago), or the enigmatic
Dutch climber Laurens Ten Dam of Lotto NL-Jumbo. Strangely,
Craddock, Dombrowski and Ten Dam have all been plagued by crashes
and injuries during the past two years, so it would be rewarding for at
least one of them to break out from that run of bad luck.
Of the sprinters, Etixx-Quick-Step’s Cavendish has shown the best form
this season, having won the opening two stages of April’s Tour of Turkey
following six other wins earlier in the year. Both Kittel and Sagan are just
returning to the race scene. Giant-Alpecin’s Kittel was out for 10 weeks
fighting a virus picked up in January’s Tour Down Under; and TinkoffSaxo’s Sagan had a month off following a hectic (but unsuccessful)
spring classics season.
The eight UCI WorldTour teams in the race will likely dominate the final
standings, but surprises could materialize from the four ProContinental
teams and eight Continental squads—perhaps some break-out results by

Dutchman Wouter Wippert of Australia’s Drapac Pro Cycling, American
Phil Gaimon of Optum-Kelly Benefits or Aussie Lachlan Morton of Jelly
Belly-Maxxis.

2014 top 10
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Bradley Wiggins..................................................... 28:22:05
Rohan Dennis................................................................. @:30
Lawson Craddock..................................................... @01:48
Tiago Machado.......................................................... @02:02
Adam Yates.................................................................. @02:14
Peter Stetina............................................................... @02:30
Johan Esteban Rubio................................................. @02:39
Laurens ten Dam........................................................ @03:01
Janier Alexis Acevedo................................................ @03:05
David de La Cruz......................................................... @03:06

Words: John Wilcockson
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The Race for Pink
giro d’italia

There’s always a buzz when the first grand tour of the year comes along. Until 20 years ago it was the Vuelta
a España that set the GT season going in late April, followed by the Giro d’Italia in late May. But since the
Vuelta moved to the late summer in 1995, Italy is where the buzz begins now. And this year’s Giro, May
9–31, should again live up to its reputation as “the most beautiful race in the world.”
The 98th Giro’s list of favorites for the maglia rosa (“pink jersey”) is
headed by four men who have targeted this race all season long: Italian
Fabio Aru, Spaniard Alberto Contador, Australian Richie Porte and
Colombian Rigoberto Urán. The main dark horse is the CannondaleGarmin team’s Canadian leader Ryder Hesjedal—who won the Giro
three years ago and is hoping that the great form he enjoyed then will
return for this year’s race. This will be Hesjedal’s 15th start in a grand
tour, and his sixth Giro, and his preparation this year has been very
similar to what produced his 2012 success.

climbing well, the winner will also have to ride strongly in the single
individual time trial—which is a challenging 59.4 kilometers long—and
the opening day’s 17.6-kilometer team time trial along the Ligurian
coast to San Remo.
The stage 14 ITT kicks off a final week that includes the three toughest
days in the mountains: stage 16 over the fearsome Passo del Mortirolo
to Aprica; stage 19 that includes three alpine peaks in the closing 80
kilometers, finishing on the third of them, at Cervinia, in the shadow
of the Matterhorn; and stage 20 to Sestriere that crosses the longest
and highest mountain pass of this Giro, the 18.5-kilometer, 2,178-meter
(7,145-foot) Colle delle Finestre—with its last 7.8 kilometers ridden on
gravel and dirt.

The 22 teams and 198 starters face a typical modern-day Giro that
features five high-mountain stages and seven medium-mountain
stages—with six of those 12 stages having uphill finishes. Besides

Among the top favorites, Team Sky’s Porte and Etixx-Quick Step’s Urán
are the best time trialists, so they could gain a minute or so over Aru
and Contador before the key stages in the Dolomites and Alps. Porte
has never finished better than seventh in a grand tour (the 2010 Giro),
mainly because he most often raced as a support rider for leaders such
as Contador, Brad Wiggins and Chris Froome. That’s different this year,
and he’s on a roll, with victories in three European stage races: ParisNice, the Volta a Catalunya and Giro del Trentino. The 30-year-old from
Tasmania has the full support of Team Sky, including ace Czech climber
Leo König, so he will be tough to dislodge from the lead if he wins the
stage 14 time trial. The same applies to Urán, 28, who won the long TT
at last year’s Giro, and eventually finished second overall (the same as
in 2013) to compatriot Nairo Quintana. Team Astana’s Aru, only 24 and a
weak time trialist, was third in the 2014 Giro and he’ll do well to repeat
that podium given the element of surprise he enjoyed last year.
At 32, Contador is the most experienced of all the candidates with his
three Vuelta wins, two Tour victories and a single Giro (2008)—and his
GT win list would be eight without the delayed drug suspension that
wiped out his first places at the 2010 Tour and 2011 Giro. Strangely, the
Team Tinkoff-Saxo leader has won only once this year (a hilltop finish
at February’s Ruta del Sol). But he placed top five at Tirreno-Adriatico
and Catalunya, and he goes into this Giro with weeks of high-altitude
training in the Canary Islands.
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As for the non-climbers hunting stage wins, they’ll have to make do with
the seven “flat” stages—though only six of them are likely to see bunch
finishes for the true sprinters, who include Etixx-Quick Step’s Tom
Boonen, who’s making his first appearance at the Giro, Lotto-Soudal’s
André Greipel, Orica-GreenEdge’s Michael Matthews and the Italians
Sacha Modolo of Lampre-Merida, Giacomo Nizzolo of Trek Factory
Racing and Elia Viviani of Team Sky.

2014 top 10
1	Nairo Quintana...................................................... 88:14:32
2
Rigoberto Uran......................................................... @02:58
3
Fabio Aru.................................................................... @04:04
4
Pierre Rolland............................................................ @05:46
5
Domenico Pozzovivo................................................ @06:32
6
Rafal Majka................................................................ @07:04
7
Wilco Kelderman....................................................... @11:00
8
Cadel Evans................................................................ @11:51
9
Ryder Hesjedal............................................................ @13:35
10 Robert Kiserlovski..................................................... @15:49

the paradigm
the cannondale slice

Triathletes can get obsessed with numbers. What’s my swim split? How many watts can I average over an
Ironman bike leg? I just shaved 20 seconds off my T2 time! As important as quantifiable gains are, and they
are incredibly important, focusing on these trees can lead to missing the forest. Fast in the wind tunnel is
great, but fast on the road is better, and the all-new Cannondale Slice has been
designed to go fast in the real world. Cannondale has created a bike that will
let you ride faster after a tough
swim leg; it will let you put more
of your power to the road on
any bike leg in any conditions;
and it will set you up for the run
of your life. And to ensure your race goes as planned,
the new Slice will let you get a good night’s sleep too. It
doesn’t take an MIT engineering degree to
set it up.
As any pro will tell you, bike fit is paramount
in triathlon and it goes way beyond just being
aero. You need to be able to deliver your power
efficiently; you need to be able handle your
bike in windy conditions; and you need
to be able digest food. Leveraging data
collected during thousands of GURU fit
sessions, Cannondale engineers started
by creating a position that balances all of
these competing demands. The rider’s
center of gravity is in the sweet spot to
allow an aggressive aero position that
does not jeopardize handling, comfort
or fresh legs for the run.
But Cannondale knew the best
geometry in the world can easily be
undermined by complex, inflexible,
integrated cockpits and components. The
Slice uses a standard stem and steer tube,
straightforward cable routing and vertical
rear-wheel dropouts. It means you can find
your fit quickly, you can unpack and build it
easily, and if you flat on race day you won’t be
cursing at your bike watching the race go by.
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PLAY

Two signature Cannondale features, overlooked by traditional Tri or TT
bikes, add significant performance to the new Slice. Cannondale has
invested the bike with its now legendary SAVE technology. The rear of
the bike is stiff laterally for crisp power delivery, but features microsuspension for an incredibly smooth, floating feeling over even the worst
roads. The Slice can also run up to 28mm tires to add to the bike’s comfort
which, when combined with the GURU-inspired geometry, makes the
Slice the fastest bike to run off of in the world. The second signature
Cannondale tech is light weight. Taking a page from the world-best
SuperSix EVO road bike, you will notice how light the Slice is the moment
you lift it onto the rack in transition and appreciate the lively, reactive
feel it provides on the road even more.
Every one of these features that the Slice puts a premium on has been
sorely neglected by the current state of tri-bike art —sacrificed in the
name of aerodynamics. But what of its aerodynamics? Did Cannondale
sacrifice that for weight, comfort and practicality? Absolutely not.
Remember, the Slice family includes the Slice RS, the most aerodynamic
TT bike in the world by many measures, and the new Slice shares its

DNA. Using truncated airfoil shapes, called TAP Tubes, the Slice presents
a slippery shape to the wind while maintaining lateral stiffness, light
weight, comfort and confident handling in cross winds. Proving no stone
has been left unturned, Cannondale has created a small channel behind
the seat tube. This gives all the air coming off the spinning rear wheel a
place to go, preventing drag. It’s an issue most brands don’t even know
about, yet Cannondale has solved. The result is a tri-bike that can do
battle with the best in the wind tunnel, and leave them all behind in the
real world.
The new 2015 Slice has already been put to the test on the world’s
biggest stages and has seen the top step of the podium, including victory
at this year’s Oceanside 70.3 under Heather Jackson. The Slice allows
triathletes to find their most aero position and then comfortably hold
it, no matter what the road or weather throws at them. It’s the first tribike designed from the holistic point of view that the three disciplines of
triathlon demand—and the first bike that has shown being aerodynamic
doesn’t mean sacrificing every other attribute a triathlete needs to go
fast. Consider the current paradigm of tri-bike design Sliced!

transformation
emily abbate is the online editor of fitbie.com

“It’s as easy as riding a bike.” I suppose that was my mentality when I decided to commit to competing in this
year’s New York City Triathlon. It was back in December, after coming down from the high that is the New
York City Marathon. My first time running through all five boroughs, I crossed the finish line in Central Park
on that brisk, sunny day with 50,529 others, feeling fulfilled. And, going forward, I truly believed that I’d be
able to accomplish any goal I set my mind to.
Not all that surprisingly, the feeling of 100-percent satisfaction didn’t
last for all that long. Of course, I still believed I could do anything I set
my mind to. But now I was craving something else. My inner fire was
lit, itching for some sort of challenge after crossing the biggest running
aspiration off my personal to-do list. And since I’ve never had the desire
to necessarily race faster, to qualify for Boston, say, the answer became
unsettlingly clear: It was time to try a tri.
A runner by choice, I hadn’t swum laps since my days back as a teenager
at summer camp and I hadn’t clipped into a road bike until recently. In
fact, eight years ago, I couldn’t even run a mile. Eight years ago, I weighed
70 pounds more than I do now.
THE BEFORE
It’s hard to go back to that time before fitness was such a major part of
my life. The turning point came on a dark night during my freshman
year when, short of breath, I stepped onto a small digital scale. When
three unwelcome numbers greeted me—two-o-four—I felt winded. Tears
welled up in my eyes….
Instinctively, I put on a pair of ratty high school volleyball sweatpants,
a tattered gray hooded sweatshirt and some three-year-old Nikes, and
threw my long brown hair into a messy bun. I walked down the dorm’s
three flights of stairs, and within seconds was in a full-on sprint along the
dimly lit road. My breathing quickly became labored, followed by more
tears, and I collapsed onto some damp grass, exhausted, overwhelmed,
unsure. How did I get here? How did I get to 204 pounds? I wiped the
remnants of mascara from my eyes. And I knew: I have to change.
Like my weight loss, my love for running didn’t just happen overnight.
After committing to my lifestyle change, I began running every day on a
winding half-mile road around campus. Soon, that half-mile run turned
into a full mile, and then I signed up for a 5K. As you can imagine, the 5K
came and went and then I pulled the trigger on my first half-marathon
in 2008. In late 2013, I crossed the finish line of my first full one, the
Hartford Marathon, in 4:03:19.

THE NOW
Now, the upcoming triathlon is the start of a whole new journey, a lifechanging experience here in my own city. I’d like to think that I’ve
become somewhat of a knowledgeable runner over the past eight years,
but swimming? Biking? Yeah, it’s back to basics, back to being a novice.
Which brings me to this essay’s classic opening phrase. Sure, riding a
bike when you’re younger may be easy, but clipping into a Cannondale
along the Hudson is a whole different challenge. My personal experience
started inside my local bike shop on the Guru Fit System. Upon hopping
onto the fit system, I felt off. Unlike a casual road bike or spin studio
setup, a true racing position is much more forward leaning. Worried I
was going to topple off, my bike technician assured me it was something
I’d get used to.
And I have, pretty fast actually. After getting fitted for a 48cm Synapse, I’ve
had the chance to ride it casually over the past few weeks before jumping
into training for the July triathlon. I’ll be the first to admit: the factory
platform pedals were a whole lot less intimidating than the Look pedals I
swapped them out for. Was it scary clipping in for the first time? You bet.
Feeling wobbly on Central Park South, my biggest concern was being
able to unclip if I needed to stop. But just like that half-mile run every
morning six years ago, re-learning how to ride a bike has been something
I’m committed to. Something I know that I can do, and something I know
I will do well come July 19.
Now, my pedal strokes feel more comfortable and I don’t feel so much
anxiety when I get in the saddle. I’m not exactly speeding around the
outer 6-mile Central Park loop just yet, but I’m starting to ride at a
cadence that feels more than just comfortable. I’m learning how to push
myself in a way that until very recently, I had no idea that I could. And
every day that goes by, I’m envisioning that finish line. Undoubtedly, the
next few months of training will be rewarding. Just like losing those 70
pounds, this is an undertaking that will shape the rest of my life for the
better—a chance for me to say: I am worth this.
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fitness essentials

2

cannondale’s summer gear roundup

The Pump that Thrives Under Pressure. A good floor pump
is an absolute necessity in every garage and the Cannondale
Airport Nitro Floor Pump can handle all your inflation needs. The
base is burly steel so you can pump away with confidence and
the easy to read two inch gauge ensures you get just the right amount
of pressure. The Headmaster locking valve head securely seats on both
Presta and Schrader valve tubes without having to swap or flip gaskets.
Built with tight tolerances and quality materials the Airport Nitro will last
a lifetime. $45

The Light That’s Got your Back. We all know helmets and
gloves are important gear for safety, but the best safety equipment
is the kind that can help you avoid an accident all together like
Cannondale’s Hindsite. Five bright LED’s in a linear configuration
with flash and steady patterns will help you stand out to motorists. The
two included AAA batteries provide up to 150 hours of operation and the
silicon housing mounts easily to your frame, seat post or even bars while
protecting the light from inclement weather. Price: $27

Insurance for your Brain. Just because you don’t race or
don’t have a couple hundred bucks to spend doesn’t mean you
can’t have cutting edge safety features in a light and comfortable
helmet. The Quick Helmet represents Cannondale’s best helmet
tech with cone-shaped impact- absorbing zones, embedded nylon chassis
and a unifying polycarbonate outer shell. Big vents and a very comfortable
fit ensure its as easy to wear as it is safe and stylish. $40

Hydrate with Carbon. Cannondale knows how versatile a
material carbon is, so it’s no surprise they are using it to make
super light bottle cages. The Carbon Speed C Cage uses both 3K
weave and unidirectional carbon to ensure it securely holds a
bottle over brought roads or trails but is supple enough to easily remove
and insert your bottle. At only 28 grams the Carbon Speed-C cage is the
most cost effective way to add some Cannondale Carbon to your ride. $20
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The Convenient Container. Why reach back into back
pockets to grab a bar or have to stop and rummage in a saddle
pack for a goo? With the Slice Top Tube Bag whatever you need
can be securely held within easy reach behind your stem on your
top tube. With tool free mounting, a see through magnetic closure lid and
two generous sizes to choose from the Slice Top Tube Bag can handle
your goods. $30
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the quick line

Cannondale has learned a lot in making bikes for the best athletes in the world. Whether it’s the lava fields of Kona,
the high alpine passes of Europe or the mountain trails of North America, Cannondale has created winning bikes
for athletes on all those terrains. Now, you may not make a living on your bike, you may not be putting on Lycra or
clipping into racing pedals, but you’re an athlete too, and Cannondale knows it. For you, Cannondale has created
the Quick series—bikes that feature a lively and smooth ride with the comfort and convenience of flat bars. You’ll
enjoy riding faster and farther than you every thought possible. Quick, it’s the Cannondale for the rest of us.

cannondale.com

PLAY

Quick Speed 1 [left]
With the Quick Speed 1, Cannondale lets even more of its performance heritage shine through. In
addition to a lighter SL alloy frame, Cannondale has given the Quick Speed 1 a carbon fork to further
lower weight and improve ride quality. The fork and the SAVE rear triangle create an incredibly smooth
and lively ride. Ten-speed Shimano Tiagra shifting and a sporty, upright position give this flat-bar bike
the capability to tackle any ride. Perfect for people looking to take their fitness goals out of the gym and
experience more, whether it’s morning hot laps around Central Park, completing an important
charity ride or simply feeling the sun on their morning commute. $1,080

Quick CX 1 [left]
The Quick CX 1 pairs on-road
efficiency with off-road durability
in a solid sport utility package. Throw in
disc-brakes, front suspension, 700c knobby
tires and you get a bike ready
for adventure, off-road
shortcuts through the
park or a capable allweather commuter.
It’s for the rider who
is looking for a bike
that matches his
adventurous spirit,
whether that means
exploring the fire
roads of Big Sur or
braving the cobbles
of Soho. $1,620

Quick Carbon 1 [left]
No one does carbon better than Cannondale and with the Quick Carbon 1 the legendary
ride quality of Cannondale carbon comes in its most convenient package. The frame
and fork are incredibly light while the bike is magic-carpet smooth with its carbon
SAVE rear triangle. This bike is ideal for high-performance fitness riders who prefer
the comfort and control of flat bars. No flat-bar bike can climb faster, ride farther or do
it with such ease. Whether it’s a commute to work or a touring trip in the Alps, the Quick
Carbon does it all. $2,060
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CAAD 10 Black Inc. Disc
Say “Black Inc.” to any Cannondale aficionado and get ready for a sly
smile to emerge and eyes to glaze over as they picture a bike that is
half-art, half-science…and all gorgeous. Cannondale has been applying
the designation Black Inc. to its top-of-the-line bikes—carbon wonder
sleds with feather-light wheels and jaw-dropping components all with
a menacing wrong-side-of-the-tracks-in-the-right-way aesthetic—since
2012. Now, Cannondale is adding alloy to the family with the CAAD 10
Black Inc.
The CAAD name is legendary in serious racing circles. When alloy was
state of the art it won grand tours and world championships; and as
carbon supplanted alloy it became an underground legend, the ultimate
race bike for the shop rat or college student who had watts for days, but
crickets in the bank account. As other companies relegated alloy to the
back burner, Cannondale kept the flame alive, pushing alloy’s envelope
with the CAAD.
The latest CAAD, the CAAD10, has spent the last few seasons proving
alloy is still as relevant as ever. The frame is both hydroformed and
mechanically shaped with double-pass smooth welds. The rear of the
bike is an alloy tour de force, with Cannondale’s SAVE system proving

alloy’s traditionally rough ride can be tamed with the right design. The
geometry is nimble and aggressive, inspired by years of racing at the
highest level. To this potent package, Cannondale has added SRAM RED
22 with hydraulic braking and a set of disc-ready carbon clinchers.
We already knew the bike was a sensational climber, a ripping descender,
a combination of road feel and damping that enabled long miles to be
clipped off rapidly—and what the hydraulic brakes do is amplify much
of this. When you put your hands on the brakes, any braking insecurities
are replaced with pure confidence. Much like mountain bikes 10 years
ago, nails continue to be driven into the rim-braking coffin, and this is a
significant nail.
The Black Inc. designation is the exclamation point that puts this package
in a unique category. The build—carbon wheels, SRAM Red 22, hydro
braking—takes this alloy out of the budget segment completely. No one
who rides this bike is doing so because they can’t afford carbon. It’s an
acknowledgment that alloy done right has a place at the top of the food
chain right next to carbon—and the CAAD 10 is more than alloy done
right, it’s alloy done better than any other. $4,330
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cannondale apparel: system integration for your wardrobe

Elite Road 1 Jerseys and Bibs
Cannondale brings more System Integration to Elite Road 1
jerseys and bibs. Like the Nano kit, it features “pro-fit,” tailored
for riders with a physique honed on the bike. The fabrics place a
premium on light weight and elasticity for a second-skin feel. The jersey
uses silicon grippers at the sleeves and waist to keep the jersey from
shifting, and its three pockets (with an extra media pocket) mean you
can load up for a big day out. Like the Nano kit, the Elite Road 1 kit uses
System Integration with the snap system that connects the jersey to the
shorts so it never rides up, and loaded pockets never flop around, even
when climbing with the jersey unzipped. The same Speed Save chamois
used in the Nano is in the Elite Road 1 bibs as well and performs just as
flawlessly for all-day adventures and rapid club rides. Available in blackwhite-racing red, or black-white and Cannondale’s famous Berserker
green, the jersey stands out in the pack. The bibs can be had in all black
or black and Berserker green. Yes, you should let your Cannondale flag
fly and get Berserker green! $150 (jersey), $190 (bibs)

1

Performance 1 Jersey and Bibs
Like the Elite Nano and Elite Road 1 kits, the Performance 1 kit
features the “SI” System Integration snaps that keep the jersey
fixed to the bibs for pocket stability even when loaded and
unzipped. It’s the same “pro-fit” as the other kits, with fabrics designed to
wick moisture from your skin to the fabric’s surface where it can quickly
evaporate. This means you stay dry and comfortable even when climbing
in hot temperatures. The Performance 1 jersey has three pockets, along
with an extra media pocket, and the Performance 1 bibs use an anatomic
fit for comfort in the riding position and the top-of-the-line Speed Save
chamois. Both the jersey’s and bib’s snaps can be easily integrated with
the Elite Nano and Elite Road 1 kits, to make mixing and matching of all
three kits possible. All Performance 1 jerseys feature black side panels,
sleeves and shoulders, but front and back panels can be had in white,
blue and, of course, Berserker green. The bibs are available in blackberserker green-white or black-white-gray. $120 (jersey), $150 (bibs)

2

Elite Nano Jersey and Bibs
The ultimate example of Cannondale’s System Integration, the
Elite Nano Jersey and Elite Nano Bibs, work together to stabilize,
simplify and turbo-charge your ride. The jersey features an
aggressive, race-inspired “pro-fit” with extended short sleeves for an
aero silhouette and a full mesh front panel for exceptional breathability.
Three mesh pockets in back provide all the storage you’ll need, along
with an extra media pocket. The bottom of the jersey features snaps that
interface with the bibs to keep your jersey in place even when unzipped,
no matter how much you load up the pockets. But the Elite Nano bibs
don’t stop there. They feature an integrated base layer instead of bib
straps. Not only is it more comfortable and stable, it helps your body
regulate its temperature better, no matter what the weather. A hidden
opening up front ensures you are ready when nature calls. The Speed
Save chamois is designed with a minimalist feel for the aggressive rider.
The thin, high-density padding is placed only where necessary and a softtissue relief channel ensures long miles at a rapid pace will be completed
very comfortably. Available in black and white with classic gold lines,
Elite Nano apparel is the perfect complement to Cannondale’s Black Inc.
line of bikes. $200 (jersey), $250 (bibs)
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